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Abstract

Directors in many enterprises have formed a negative view of information technology as a result of
difficulties experienced when computers were first
introduced. The time has now come for a serious reappraisal of the position and a new assessmentof
directors responsibilities. The technology of computers, telecommunications and office systems is
advancing at a phenomenal rate, promising improvements in employee productivity, in management
productivity, in the use of information as a corporate
resource and in corporate effectiveness. The main
obstacle to progress lies in a gap between directors
and technical staff, a gap in how information technology is perceived. The report proposes a basic review of this perception, and provides practical
guidelines for directors.
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Butler Cox & Partners

Membership of The Foundation

Butler Cox is an independent management consultancy and research organisation, specialising in the
application of information technology within commerce, government and industry. The company
offers a wide range of services both to suppliers and
users of this technology. The Butler Cox Foundation
is a service operated by Butler Cox on behalf of subscribing members.

The majority of organisations participating in the
Butler Cox Foundation are large organisations seeking to exploit to the full the most recent developments in information systems technology. An important minority of the membership is formed by suppliers of the technology. The membership is international with participants from the United Kingdom,

Objectives of The Foundation

States.

The Butler Cox Foundation sets out to study on behalf of subscribing membersthe opportunities and
possible threats arising from developments in the
field of information systems.
New developments in technology offer exciting
opportunities
and also pose certain threats
for
all organisations, whether in industry, commerce or
government. New types of systems, combining computers, telecommunications and automated office
equipment, are becoming not only possible, but also
economically feasible.

As a result, any manager who is responsible for introducing new systemsis confronted with the crucial question of how best to fit these elements together in ways that are effective, practical and
economic.

While the equipment is becoming cheaper, the
reverse is true of people
and this applies both to
the people who design systems and those who make
use of them. At the same time, human considerations become even more important as people's attitudes towards their working environment change.

These developments raise new questions for the
manager of the information systems function as he
seeks to determine and achieve the best economic
mix from this technology.

France, Sweden, Switzerland, Denmark, the Netherlands, Belgium, Italy, South Africa and the United
The Foundation research programme

The research programme is planned jointly by Butler
Cox and by the member organisations. Each year
Butler Cox drawsup a short-list of topics thatreflects
the Foundation s view of the importantissues in information systems technology and its application.
Member organisations rank the topics according to
their own requirements and as result ofthis process a mix of topics is determined that the members
as a whole wish the research to address.
Before each research project starts there is a
further opportunity for members to influence the
direction of the research. A detailed description of
the project defining its scope andthe issues to be addressed is sent to all members for comment.
The report series

The Foundation publishes six reports each year. The
reports are intended to be read primarily by senior
and middle managers who are concerned with the
planning of information systems. They are, however,
written ina style that makes them suitable to be read
both by line managers and functional managers. The
reports concentrate on defining key management

issues and on offering advice and guidance on how

and when to address those issues.
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REPORT SYNOPSIS
Computers are seen in some organisations as a
source of enormous problems, whatever the benefits they may have brought. There is often a gap in

Information systems are no longer marginal, backoffice functions. In some businesses they are
crucial to competitive success.

computer managers. This report sets out to examine
information technology (a wider concept than computing) from the viewpoint of a director in an enterprise. The terms director and information technology are defined in the report.

Yet managing information technology is far from
simple. The report identifies a number of the most
common problems. Achieving value for moneyis a
problem. Estimates for computer projects are often
over-optimistic. Directors often regard system building as a step-by-step process which should lead inevitably to success. In fact there is an experimental
elementin all new systems. Directors need to control overall expenditure on information technology.
The report suggests that strategy plans are an
indispensible tool for such control. Many systems
have hidden costs, which only become apparent
when they are in use. Examples of such hidden costs
are given. Technical fascination sometimes blinds
people
computer staff and others
to the real
business purpose of a proposed system.

perception of these problems between directors and

The report identifies four main areas of potential
benefit to companies using information technology:
Higher employee productivity.

Higher management productivity.

Better useof information as a corporate resource.
Increased corporate effectiveness.

To realise the potential of information technology,
an enterprise mustalign its technical strategy with
its business aims.
The report describes briefly the significance of
changesin information technology, particularly in
computing and communications. It shows how a
series of inventions since the mid-19th century have
led to the emergence of the information society .
The impact of computer networks on organisations
is profound and (some argue) subversive of management control.

The report also examines how information technology is organised in some enterprises. Such organi-

sation is sometimes ill-matched both to the needs of
the enterprise and to technical realities.

Finally the report turns to the role of directors in
information technology. Twelve basic guidelines are
given whichwill help directors to play a constructive,
strategic role in information technology, with a view
to better businessresults for their enterprise.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
A DIRECTOR S VIEW OF COMPUTERS
Our computer department poses more problems
than it solves. The press say computersare getting
cheaper but we spendmore on them everyyear. Projects run late, exceed budgets and sometimes don t
entirely meet the need, even when detailed specifications are made. Once a system is working, evena
minor change costs a fortune and takes months to
effect. The computer staff talk a language that no
one else understands. They seem to befirst and
foremost computer people and only secondly our employees. Organisationally computers are a headache. We are trying to push profit responsibility
down the line. The computer department want to
keep too manythings centralised. It s far too late to
revert to manual systems but | sometimes wonder
whether we might have been better off if we had
never heardof computers.
This view of computers maybe too bleak to be either
fair or typical. But it contains enough truth to wound
most computer managers and to strike achordin the
minds of many directors. The difficulty is one of
perception. Computer staff see themselves weighed
down with technical and resource problems, doing a
good job in adverse circumstances. Directors look
only at results and are often puzzled or dissatisfied.
This report proposesa basis for a view of information
technology shared between directors and the technical managers who build and run systems
the
terms director and information technology being
defined below.

READERSHIP AND SCOPE
Who is a director and what is information
technology? In European and American parlance,
the title of director is appliedin at least three senses.
Main boards in Britain and the United States and
supervisory boards in continental Europe often
include directors who represent shareholders,
investors or employeesin a non-executive capacity.
Executive directors in contrast are responsible for
every aspect of a company s performance; they
direct the firm. The senior managers of such specialist functions as personnel or public affairs are often
titled directors, whether or not they have a board
seat. It is the second category of director for whom
this report is specially intended
executive direc-
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tors who direct firms. Foundation members in the
public sector will make their own adaptation of these
distinctions.
In recent years the terms computing and data processing have become inadequate to describe the
uses of computers in modern organisations. Word
processors andelectronic telephone exchanges, for
example, are specialised kinds of computers.
Industrial instrumentation systems, robotics and
even home information systems and games are
recognisably part of the same development as commercial computers
all these innovations being
based on silicon chips and electronic circuits. The
term information technology was coined in an
attempt to categorise all those uses of electronic
technology that facilitate the handling of information. It is far from universally accepted, being
rarely used in the United States, but seems the most
appropriate term for this report.
The thirty Foundation reports published to date have
been intended for senior managers within the information technology function, and have been concerned with technical policy. This report is for
directors. Despite the title of the report it concerns
itself little with technology, but rather with how
directors can establish the right framework for information technology to be used to further the business
interests of the firm, to realise its business potential.

THE POTENTIAL OF INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY
This potential lies in four main areas, which are
outlined here and developedin greater detail later.

1. Employee productivity

Increases in employee productivity can be
secured by means of information technology. In
industries where administration is very intensive
(e.g. banking and insurance) information technology has contributed to a huge increasein the
transactions handled per employee per day. In
the manufacturing industry too, some companies
have used information technology to shed tens of
thousands of jobs without loss of production.

2. Management productivity
Increases in management productivity can be
achieved if information technology is used to
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extend the span of control of managers. One
example is the package travel business, where
sales operators now use a computer terminal to
enter the holiday-maker s needs. The system
records the transaction and suggests the nearest
alternative if the desired holiday is not available.
Managers can nowlook after many moreclerks;
the knowledge they once gained by years of
experience is in the system.

. Information as a corporate resource
Information technology provides a means of
recording the key information about an enterprise, from its products, customers, competitors
and profitability to the simple messages of daily
Management, and making such information consistently and reliably available to those in the
enterprise who can exploit it for better business
performance.

. Corporate effectiveness
Increasesin corporate effectiveness may also be
achieved by information technology. As an

example, some motor manufacturers now place

computer terminals in the salesrooms of their
dealers. If the dealer does not havethe particular

model required by a customer, the sales person

enters details of the colour, model and trim of the
required car into the system. The stock records of
the motor manufacturer tell the dealer where to
find the nearest available car that matches the
need. The customer can bedriven to see the car

and sign the order. Here the system has become

part of the product, part of the reason to buy one
car and not another. Computers have moved from
the back office to the sharp end of the competitive

battle, a trend which will both grow andspread.

It is no coincidence that information technology is

simultaneously pervading many aspects of human
life in schools, hospitals, scientific centres, the
armedforces, police and emergency services and
even people's homes. The technology is ubiquitous
and the applications are numberless. For any
enterprise (whether private or public) the challenge
of harnessing the new power is basically the same:
howto align technical strategy with business aims
so as to secure the maximum benefit. Thus our first
appraisal of information technology leads us to the
formulation of business aims, for which directors
themselves bear responsibility.
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CHAPTER 2
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

In this chapter we examine the progressof information technology, and its impact upon organisations.

THE PROGRESS OF INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY
Oneof the world s computer suppliers expects to have
produced bythe year 1990 a computer processor witha
speed of three or four picoseconds. A picosecondis
107?seconds. In more human terms, a picosecondis to
asecondasasecondis to thirty thousand years. Such (in
sheer speed of calculation) is the progress of computers
foreseen in the next few years.
While the revolution in computer technology has
been in progress, a similar or even greater advance
has taken place in communication technology. There
are now so many communication satellites in orbit or
planned over North America that the orbital parking
slots are all booked until 1985. For certain applications fibre optics are replacing cables; fibres have
enormous potential capacity and are immuneto electrical interference. Electronic switching systems in
both private and public use are transforming the
reliability and range of service offered by message or
telephone networks.
Figure 1 overleaf shows the evolution of information
technology over the past century and more. It illustrates how, as time has passed, the possibilities of
storing and exchanging information in the form of
text, voice messages, numbers and images have

been extended. It alsoillustrates how from the 1950s

onwards the various message media have been combined, each adding richnessto the others in the kind
of information exchange permitted. The latest stage
of this process is the so-called Integrated Services
Digital Network (or ISDN) which will soon permit the
worldwide exchange of information in all four media.
For organisations, including firms and public
agencies, the most crucial problem is how to absorb
information technology
howto evaluateit, identify
the opportunities it creates and seize them.

THE IMPACT ON ORGANISATION
STRUCTURES
Professors Hiltz and Turoff have carried out experiments in the United States with electronic communi-
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cationsystems. They find that such systemsare organisationally subversive. People who are supposed to
work for a given manager or function find it easy to
build closer links with other groupsor individuals who
may be geographically far removed. Membership of
an electronic community may be a greater reality
than working in the next-door office. Management
responsibilities may thus be undermined. The
dangers are obvious, yet so too arethe possibilities.
How can the electronic organisation chart be put to
profitable use?
Consider the role of information technology in the
domains of armed conflict and space exploration.

The most striking difference between a modern and

an ancient army
apart from the massive imbalance in sheer firepower
lies in the area of command and control. A modern commanding officer
can deploy tactical and operational units byland,
sea and air together with all the logistical back-up
they require. Computer and communication
networks permit him to do so. The real triumph of the
space programmeis also the performance of the
command and control system which enables
thousands of scientists and engineersto collaborate
in each mission.
In war and in space, information technologyfirmly
decouples physical location from organisational
control. The astronauts and mission control are
separated by hundreds of thousands of kilometres
but work as a close-knit team. The same thing is
happening in business. In the past the only way to
combine devolved operations with central supervision wasto insert layers of intermediate staff or
line functions. Today the organisational options are
much wider.

THE SHIFTING FOCUS
The impact of information technology on organisa-

tions is shifting from marginal, back-office functions
to the heart of their operations.

In some businesses such astravel, real estate, banking and insurance the range of services offered to
customers is changing very rapidly. The ability to
deliver systems to support such new services is
equally crucial to their launch and to the later
assessment of their profitability. Visit the
headquarters of any major credit card company and
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you will find that they are really in two businesses:
marketing and systems.
Perhaps the most forward-looking industrial nation
in the world is Japan. The maxim that knowledge is
power is taken veryliterally by the Japanese. They
have decided on a massive transfer of resources
into what they term knowledge-basedindustries; by
1990 over half of all Japanese beginning work will be
graduates. The industrial performance of Japan in
past years suggests that Japanese readings of the
future should be treated with some respect.
Figure 1

Wehave so far established that information technology is becoming all-pervasive, that it promises
improvements in employee productivity, in manage-

ment productivity, in the use of information as a

corporate resource and in corporate effectiveness.
In some cases the very nature of businesses may be
changed. Yet all these rosy prospectsill accord with
the negative view of computersheld by manydirectors, based on the disappointments of the past. What
are the real problems of managing information tech-

nology ina firm?

Theevolution of information technology towards multi-media messages(datesrelateto invention or introduction,
as appropriate)
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CHAPTER 3
THE PROBLEMS OF MANAGING INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Managing the introduction of a complex andvolatile
technology in large and complex organisations is
inherently and objectively a difficult and sometimes
daunting task. But the problems are not just concerned with technology; the skills, self-perception
and the motivation of the people who use systems
are also key issues. What can directors do to help or
hinder?

absence or inadequacy of a policy towards informationtechnology. Directors should ask four questions:

ACHIEVING VALUE FOR MONEY

Foundation Report No.24 examined these questions
in some detail (see pp. 11 et seq.). It concluded that
directors have at their disposal three mechanisms
for setting and controlling global expenditure on systems. The first is to formulate an overall strategy
towards systems.The secondis to agree and approve
the annual budget. The third is to create an environment within which investmentis controlled. In brief
the conclusion of Report No. 24 wasthat the second
and third mechanisms are reducedin value in the absence ofthe first; that the development of a systems
strategy is the real key to determiningthe right level
of expenditure. In chapter 4 of this report we offer
some practical advice on how such a strategy may
be established and supported.

Consider one much debated question, that of cost
estimation. Foundation Report No. 24 found, froma
survey of over fifty enterprises, that organisations
have been notoriously bad at providing reliable estimates for computer projects. Generally the figures
have been grossly optimistic rather than uncertain .
In other words estimates are pressured down to an
acceptable level, acceptability being more important than realism. Directors will rightly condemn
such estimating methods. But who creates the
atmosphere wherethe wish is father to the thought?
All too often in the past directors have been faced
with phony cost-benefit analyses. Usually the
computer department was expected to estimate
benefits, though in factit is the users of systems who
actually have to secure the benefits. Where
resources are limited, different projects compete
for them. Naturally each project manager is tempted
to put up the most alluring case he can. Directors are
often badly placed to test these proposals.
The building of systems is not a step-by-step, deterministic process but an experiment in combining
technology, people and the abstract entities called
data or information.
The experimental nature of system development
should be more widely recognised. Not every experiment will (or should) lead to a fully operational
system. Nor should a senseoffailure be associated
with experiments leading to no new system. Some
companies provide a systems research and
development budget, money notattributed to particular projects.

TOWARDS STRATEGY FOR INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY

The difficulties described above flow from the

The Butler CoxFoundation
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Whatis the appropriate level of overall expenditure on systems for an organisation?
Who setsthe level?

Against whatyardstick is it set?
Howis it controlled?

THE TOTAL COST OF SYSTEMS
Another important conceptwhich is far from easy to
grasp is that of the total cost of a given system. A
great deal of effort (technical and managerial) goes
into the launch of a new system. Once a system is
fully operational, many people expectit to run for the
restofits life at minimal cost. In fact the reverse is
often true. A complex system in a volatile business
will demand continual adjustment and adaptation.
Many systems consume much more development
effort after they become operational than before.
Commitment to this further effort, often hard to
estimate, is part and parcel of the decision to adopt
the system
a hidden costin future years.
Hidden costs often make comparison between different solutions to a given problem very difficult.
Where a choice is to be made, for example between
alocal computer system ina remote factory or depot
and the use of a central bureau computer by communication links, the figures as presented nearly

always favour the local solution. In many instances

the local solution may indeed be cost-effective. But
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often the comparison is notvalid. In the case of the
bureau, the support services to keep the system running are alreadyin place. A proportion ofthat over-

head is built into the bureau s estimated charge. The

local solution mayignore such additional costs, the
need for support becoming clear only at a later
stage. It must also be admitted that some (not all)
computer suppliers deliberately ignore all but the
most obvious costs in order to submit an ostensibly
seductive bid.
With the advent of desk-top microcomputers the

problems of hidden costs are becoming even more

serious. It is natural and highly desirable that staff
and managers in certain functions should wish to
buy and experiment with cheap and powerful microcomputers. Most computer managers encourage
this tendency, partly because they know they cannot
stopit and partly because they are delighted to see
their colleagues taking an interest in computers. The
problems may come later. Managers who buy a
microcomputer system often think that their business problem is tightly bounded, involving only their
own staff and data. In reality few business tasks are
really tightly bounded. Very soon the need may arise
for data from someoneelse s system, or a central
computer. Today not all computers can exchange

data without considerable effort and conversion

cost. The lesson is not to discourage managers from
buying and using microcomputer systems but to
ensure that the full requirement is known and that
the present and future costs are (as far as possible)
driven into the open. Inthe case of microcomputers,
sensible standards about communication are the
meansof doing so.

THE ORGANISATION OF INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY
There is a curious anomaly in the way information
technology is organised in most enterprises. At
board level (whether it is the main board of a group or
the board of an operating company) directors take a
broad view of the enterprise s needs. Theythink in
terms of problems, opportunities and information
and not of technology. The managers of departments andtheir staff also take the same view. But
the expert technical functions concerned with computers, communications and office systems are
usually organised separately on the basis of obsolete technological distinctions. In some firms a
managementservices chief supervises all three departments. In others the functions are fragmented
but the problem is partially solved by close collaboration between all three.
The whole concept of information technology
emphasises that distinctions based on the form
devices happen to take are very misleading. Some

suppliers of equipment can offer large, medium and
small computers, electronic telephone exchanges,
network devices and office equipment such as word
processors and photocopiers. Some offer several
solutions to the same problem. To negotiate with
such vendors through independent and even competing departmentsis sheer folly.
The best solution to this problem is to have one

senior manager responsible to the boardfor information technology policy. Consultation between

functions is the next best solution, but no amount of

consultation really compensates for divided respon-

sibility.

Perhaps the most hotly debated issue in thefield of
information technology is where to deploy skilled
resources. Should they be in a central team or
dispersed into operating units? There are many and
cogent argumentson either side. Highly skilled technical staff are both scarce and expensive. They are
morelikely to be fully utilised and properly developed if they are part of a single, professional team.
On the other hand, they may contribute more to
business results if they live in the business itself,

rather than in acentral team.

Manyfirms have established their information technology resource as a separate profit centre or a
separate company, with the responsibility for selling

their services at a commercial rate to their collea-

guesin operating division. Some also offer their services to external customers.

The skills demanded of information technology
experts are both technical and business-oriented. A
few years ago such staff were in exceedingly short
supply. In recent years the recession has blunted
the demand for staff. Economic recovery will doubtless unleash renewed demand, exacerbated by the
fact that there are almost nostaffin the pipeline with
the most sought-after skills
three or four years
experience ina particular field of specialisation. Just
at the point where improved economic prospects

will justify increased activity, a staff bottleneck is

almostcertain to limit what can be achieved.

The organisational model chosen for information

technology mayvary across a very wide spectrum.
No single model is right for all enterprises, none

wholly wrong. The important task for directors is to
ensure that the model chosen accords with the
intendedrole of the information technologyfunction.
Is information technology seen as a mere adjunct to
retrospective accounting? Or as a major instrument
for organisational change? As seriousinfluence on
the enterprise s competitive posture? As a prime
determinant of personnel productivity? Directors
should not expect a major contribution to business

results from staff whose career paths are seen as

TheButler CoxFoundation
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bounded by technology. It is true that computer staff

have a tendency to forget their business environ-

ment and burrow into the technology anditsincom-
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prehensible jargon. But usually they do so because
no real role in the life of the company has been

offered them.

CHAPTER 4

THE ROLE OF DIRECTORS IN INFORMATION TEC
HNOLOGY
The role of directors in information technology can
first be described asa set of responsibilities. Later
we will propose twelve practical rules.

as a conceptis replacing the separate disciplines of
the past. No companyor public agency can afford to
pretendthatit is not so.

THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF DIRECTORS

TWELVE BASIC GUIDELINES

The first responsibility of directorsis to lead the hunt
for profitable uses of information technology. They
should concentrate on the possibilities of much
better business results, looking for major improvements in performance. Then and only then should
they consider what information would be required to
enable such changesto occur. There is no simple,
single formula to identify highly profitable uses of
information technology. But two good rules are to
look very hard at those areas of business that generate the most heated disagreement and at those
areas that most sensible people agree are unchangeable. Twenty years ago, for instance, most
bankers thought it was impossible to extend bank
services to people who were not bank customers.
But what if one could? Whole new markets would
open up. So the credit card was born. Without vast
and complex computer systems credit cards could
not exist. But the really intelligent question to ask
was not how to use the computers in banking, but
howto serve people without their being customers.

1.

2.

Insiston system plans
Directors should insist that every new business
plan, or plan for a substantial change in business
practice, must be accompanied by a system
plan. What newor radically altered information
will be needed to support the new business?
Howwill it be provided? Can information technology be used to push further in the desired
direction than the business planner imagines
possible?

3.

Plan strategically

work methods to use.

Finally directors mustset the stage, in an organisational sense, for information technology to prosper.
The dangers of managing computers, communications andthe office in an unco-ordinated or even
conflicting manner have already been stressed. All
around us is evidence that information technology

Directors should not become amateur technical
experts. They should not learn programming
languages (even for fun) or read books on microchip technology. They should not try to manage

computer projects at one remove.

The second responsibility of directorsis to demand
appropriate action from line managers and professional staff to realise profitable use of information
technology. The main vehicles for such action are
Strategy plans. They should bebrief, intelligible and
clearly related to business goals. Theywill inevitably
concern themselves in part with standards, such as
which computers and which communication netTypically four strategy plans
or four parts of a
single plan
will be required. Theywill cover processing, communications, data Management and
office systems. One companycalls these four its
pivotal policies , since other plans depend upon
them.

Avoid dabbling

4.

Directors must insist that information technology usage is planned at a strategic level.
Basic policies for processing, communications,
data management andoffice systems must be
developed. Who owns data and who mayuse it
are very basic management questions. Technical policies fall naturally out of such business
policies, though if changes of technical policy
are found to be necessary theywill take time to
effect. Similarly the detailed tools for planning
and control (budgets, project management
reports) can be set in place once the strategy is
clear.

Recognise the needfor infrastructure

Directors must understand the distinction
between individual projects or uses of information technology and the infrastructure required
to make them work. Both are important. Projects can usually be costed and managedquite
comfortably. A communicationsinfrastructure
(for conversations, messages, data transfer)
maybe as essential toa modern enterprise asa
road system to a modern city
and just as hard
to justify in direct cost saving.
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Managetechnical staff as company

resources

Directors should manage information technology staff first and foremost as company
employees and resources. Otherwise they tend
to burrow into the technology. They all need
businesstraining; some need the possibility of
career development outside the area of systems.

Ask questions and demand answers

Directors should concentrate on questions and
expect their information technology managers
to provide the answers. It is worthwhile, when
the opportunity arises, to talk to directors of
other enterprises about what they have
achieved. It is rarely useful to talk to them about
technology.
Emphasise the link between systems and

business goals

Directors should emphasise the link between
business goals and information technology
resources. It is wrong for new businessplans to
be prepared without system plans. It is equally
wrong for new system plans to be prepared without a business plan. What changeswill the proposed system bring? Are managers committed
to exploiting those changes?
Create and sustain objectivity
Directors should create and sustain objectivity
in relation to information technology projects. It
is fairly easy for directors to pressure technical
managers into providing falsely optimistic timescales and cost estimates. Directors should
press, gently but firmly, for realism rather than
comfortable self-deception. Technical staff
usually know the truth and wantto tell it, if

The Butler Cox Foundation
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directors allow them to do so.

Clarify the role of central expertise

Directors should clarify the role of central expertise in large organisations in relation to local or
overseas operating divisions. Is the central role
one of control, of supervision or of advice? In
manyfirms this question is fudged and muddled.
Clear rules need to be set out and enforced,
often in the face of severe pressure. Only direc-

tors can set these rules, which will vary from

firm to firm. It is not essential that the rules
should be perfect, as long as they are reasonable and clear.

70. Concentrate on the key issues

Directors should not spend much time on the
question of which computer hardware to
choose. Once it was the dominant question for
most firms. Now the alignment of information
technology with business aims, the delivery of
working systems and the problem of technology
absorption are the real issues.

11. Be positive

Directors should make a conscious effort to
adopt a positive attitude towards information
technology. It is easy for directors to act as
passive observers of information technology,
authorising projects but not fully supporting
them, neatly distancing themselves from any
failures. But the real task of directors is to

ensure success.

12. Consider change

Directors should ask themselves what changes
they wish to consider in the direction and management of information technology in their
enterprise as a result of readingthis report.

CONCLUSION

Let us briefly look at the jaundiced view of computers with which this report began. Some ofits criticisms may now be seen ina differentlight.
The press say computers are getting cheaper but
we spend more on them every year.
Two
conclusions may be drawn. There are hidden costs
in the total cost of systems, of which directors are

sometimes unaware. Secondly, the approval of
budgets does not byitself create a framework for
control; strategy plans are also needed.
Projects run late, exceed budgets and sometimes
don t entirely meet the need . . . Inother words the
environment within which estimates are prepared
encourages regular and systematic over-optimism.
Systems planning is not seen as an essential part of
businessplanning.
The computer staff talk a language that no one else
understands.They seem tobefirst and foremost computer people and only secondly our employees.
Maybe so. But in many cases they have turned
inward towards the technology only because they do
not receive the training and career development
properly to belong to the enterprise.
Organisationally computers are a headache. It
lies in the power of directors to stop managinginformation technologyas if it fell neatly into the old
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partitions of computers, communications and office
systems andto create instead a single discipline. It
lies too within directors power to create a stronger

link between business results and information technology. It is the traditional weaknessofthis link that
generates organisational weakness.
... | sometimes wonder whether we might have

been better off if we had never heard of computers.

Any organisation wherethe attitude of directors can
be accurately summatedin such terms has a poten-

tially serious problem. Major advantagesin the productivity of employees and of management, in the
use of information as a corporate resource and in
corporate effectiveness can now be secured. The
biggest obstacle to realising such advantages is the
perceptual gap between senior technical managers

and directors.

A director's view of systems needs aboveall to be
strategic. Looking in the broadest possible terms at
his business, its products, markets and competitors,
the director needs to ask what changes would place
the enterprise in a fundamentally stronger position.
Among such possible changes, are there any that
are constrained by the availability of information of
the right type and at the right time on a companywide or world-wide basis? For if lack of appropriate

information is the constraint, the chances are that
information technology today can removeit.
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